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ABSTRACT   

This paper proposes a joint SVD and wavelet transform based watermarking technique. Host and 
watermark images are column/row transformed using wavelet transforms like DCT wavelet, Walsh 
wavelet, Haar wavelet and DKT wavelet. These wavelet transforms are generated from orthogonal 
transforms DCT, Walsh, Haar and DKT. Generally middle frequency region of transformed host is 
used to hide the watermark. However, in proposed technique, stability of SVD is exploited to hide 
the watermark in low frequency region of host. Singular values of low as well as middle frequency 
region of transformed host are altered with suitable scaling factors to hide the watermark. 
Performance of the technique is tested under compression, cropping, noise addition and resizing 
attack. Use of low frequency region in proposed method shows strong robustness for all attacks 
except cropping and is immediately followed by use of mid-frequency region. To sustain against 
cropping attack, mid-frequency region is found to be more suitable.  

Keywords: Watermarking, Singular Value Decomposition, column wavelet transform, row wavelet 
transform, Discrete Kekre Transform (DKT), Binary distributed run length noise, Gaussian Distributed 
run length noise, JPEG compression. 

1 Introduction 
Watermarking is the process of hiding some information in multimedia contents such as image, 
audio or video file to protect it from copyright abuse [1]. Two major constraints that need to be 
followed while watermarking the digital contents are robustness and visual imperceptibility of 
hidden information. In recent years, use of transforms is gaining popularity in the process of 
watermarking as it is more robust than spatial domain watermarking techniques. DCT, DFT, wavelet 
transform prove to be more robust in digital watermarking process. Combining two or more 
transforms together has also become quite popular to increase the robustness. Singular Value 
decomposition (SVD) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [2, 3, 4, 5], DCT-DWT [6, 7, 8], 
DCT_DWT_SVD [9, 10] are the commonly used combinations of transforms in watermarking. In this 
paper a hybrid watermarking technique using SVD and column/row wavelet transform generated 
from orthogonal transforms DCT, Walsh, Haar and Discrete Kekre Transform is proposed. Middle 
frequency band and low frequency band of column/row wavelet transformed image is used to 
embed the singular values of watermark. Proposed method is evaluated against compression, 
cropping, noise addition, and image resizing. Remaining paper is organized as follows: section 2 
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discusses existing work in digital image watermarking field. Section 3 explains singular value 
decomposition and wavelet transforms. Section 4 explains proposed method. Section 5 evaluates 
the performance of proposed technique against various attacks. Section 6 ends the paper with 
conclusion.  

2 Related Work 
Qiang Li, Chun Yuan, Yu-Zhuo Zhong proposed a hybrid DWT-SVD based watermarking considering 
human visual properties [2]. Host image is divided into four sub bands and each band is subjected to 
SVD. Singular values of watermark are embedded in these singular values of host. The embedding 
strength is determined by a human visual model proposed in A.S. Lewis and G. Knowles, (1992) and 
improved in M. Bertran et al., (2001). The scheme is claimed to be robust for its embedding data into 
all frequencies and large capacity for using SVD. In addition, the use of human visual model 
guarantees the imperceptibility of the watermark. 

In [11] a robust hybrid image watermarking scheme based on SVD and DCT is proposed. After 
applying SVD to the cover image blocks, DCT on the macro block comprised of the first singular 
values of each image block is applied. Watermark is embedded in the high-frequency band of the 
SVD-DCT block by imposing a particular relationship between some pseudo-randomly selected pairs 
of the DCT coefficients. In [12] a method of non-blind transform domain watermarking based on 
DWT-DCT-SVD is proposed. The DCT coefficients of the DWT coefficients are used to embed the 
watermarking information. This method of watermarking is found to be robust and the visual 
watermark is recoverable without any perceivable amount of distortion even in the case of attacks. 
In [13] authors proposed implementation and performance analysis of two different watermarking 
schemes based on DCT-DWT-SVD. One is based on SVD of DC coefficients using second level DWT 
decomposition and other is considering SVD of all DCT values of second level DWT composition of 
cover image. Effectiveness of proposed schemes is measured using PSNR and Normalized Cross 
Correlation (NCC). 

 A new SVD based and DCT-DWT oriented watermarking scheme is proposed in [9]. To achieve 
robustness with high perceptual transparency and low insertion ratio, the middle band DCT 
coefficients are chosen to achieve high robustness against JPEG compression. Robustness against 
other attacks is achieved by taking DWT of the DCT coefficients and the lowest frequency LL band of 
DWT is chosen for insertion. Insertion method in proposed technique uses SVD because slight 
variation of singular values does not change the visual perception of the image. To attain robustness 
and imperceptibility, a hybrid image-watermarking scheme based on Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) and Singular value decomposition (SVD) is proposed in [14]. The LH Band of the third level of 
image in DWT domain is modified with SVD to embed the singular value of watermark. The proposed 
embedding and extracting methodology was employed to accelerate the hybrid DWT-SVD 
watermarking and to avoid the leak of watermark. This hybrid technique results to optimize both 
(robustness and imperceptibility) the fundamentally conflicting requirements. Lagzian, Soryani and 
Fathy [15] proposed a watermarking scheme based on redundant discrete wavelet transform (RDWT) 
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). After applying RDWT to cover image, SVD is applied to 
each sub band. Then singular values of the cover image are modified using singular values of the 
visual watermark. The advantage of the proposed technique is its robustness against most common 
attacks in comparison to the DWT-SVD method. 
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In [16] a novel approach of watermarking for copyright protection applications using the singular 
value decomposition (SVD) in the dual tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) domain is 
introduced. After applying the 2-level DT-CWT to the cover grayscale image, SVD of each high-pass 
sub band is obtained. These singular values are then modified by the singular values of the DT-CWT-
transformed visual watermark. Modification in all sub bands allows the development of a 
watermarking scheme that is robust to a wide range of attacks. Wang et. al in [17] proposed a novel 
watermarking scheme for image authentication based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and 
singular value decomposition (SVD). Different from the developed SVD-based watermarking 
schemes where the singular values are slightly modified, this scheme constructs the watermarks 
from the singular vectors which specify intrinsic geometry properties of images. Within the 
framework of zero watermarking, the watermarks are registered in a third-part intellectual property 
rights (IPR) database for copyright protection. Experimental results show that this scheme is robust 
not only to common image processing operations, but also robust to local geometric distortions. A 
blind watermarking scheme based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and singular value 
decomposition is proposed in [18]. Singular values of high frequency (HH) band are used to optimize 
perceptual transparency and robustness constraints. A joint DWT and DCT based watermarking 
technique with low frequency watermarking with weighted correction is proposed in [19]. DWT has 
excellent spatial localization, frequency spread and multi-resolution characteristics, which are similar 
to the theoretical models of the human visual system (HVS). DCT based watermarking techniques 
offer compression while DWT based watermarking techniques offer scalability. These desirable 
properties are used in this combined watermarking technique.  

3 Wavelet Transforms and Singular Value Decomposition 
Wavelets are mathematical functions that cut up data into different frequency components, and 
then study each component with a resolution matched to its scale [23]. Principal advantage of 
wavelet is that they provide time-frequency localization. Temporal analysis is performed with a 
contracted, high-frequency version of the prototype wavelet, while frequency analysis is performed 
with a dilated, low-frequency version of the same wavelet [23]. Wavelet transform used in the 
proposed method is generated using wavelet generation algorithm given in [23]. 

Using singular value decomposition, any real matrix A can be decomposed into a product of three 
matrices U, S and V as A=USVT, where U and V are orthogonal matrices and S is diagonal matrix. If A 
is mxn matrix, U is mxm orthonormal matrix whose columns are called as left singular vectors of A 
and V is nxn orthonormal matrix whose columns are called right singular vectors of A. For m>n, S 
takes the following form [20]: 

S= 























0..00
0.0

....
0..20
0..01

sn

s
s

 The diagonal elements are listed in descending order, s1≥s2≥….≥sn≥0. 

Some properties of SVD which make it useful in image processing are: 

• The singular values are unique for a given matrix. 

• The rank of matrix A is equal to its nonzero singular values. In many applications, the 
singular values of a matrix decrease quickly with increasing rank. This property allows us to 
reduce the noise or compress the matrix data by eliminating the small singular values or the 
higher ranks [21]. 
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• The singular values of an image have very good stability i.e. when a small perturbation is 
added to an image; its singular values don’t change significantly [22]. 

4 Proposed Method 
In the proposed method, DCT wavelet, Walsh wavelet, Haar wavelet and DKT wavelet transforms are 
used generated from orthogonal transforms DCT, Walsh, Haar and DKT respectively by using the 
algorithm in [23]. Since, different size combinations are possible to generate desired size wavelet 
transform matrix, all such possible size combinations are tried and the best size combination is 
selected for experimental work. For watermark image, (32, and 4) and for host image (16, 16) pair of 
component orthogonal transforms is observed to give best robustness and hence it is selected. A 
test set of five color bitmap host images (256x256) and a watermark (128x128) is used. 

 
Figure 1 (a)-(e) Host images and (f) watermark image used for experimental work 

Embedding and extraction procedures explained below are followed on each plane of host and 
watermark image separately. 

4.1 Steps for embedding 
Step 1. Apply column/row wavelet transform to host and watermark image. 

Step 2. Perform Singular value decomposition on column/row transformed watermark image. Since 
watermark is of size 128x128, it gives 128 singular values. 

Step 3. Due to high energy compaction property of SVD, only few of these singular values hold 
maximum energy of image and are sufficient for embedding in host. In proposed 
experimental work it has been observed that only first 30 singular values pack almost 99% of 
image energy and hence are selected for embedding. 

Step 4. To embed 30 singular values in host, frequency band of 30 rows/columns is selected from 
column/rows transformed host image. After testing various middle frequency rows/columns 
for robustness it is observed that frequency band ranging from row/column 101 to 130 is 
better than other rows/columns .Also a low frequency band of rows/columns 1 to 30 is 
selected for embedding the watermark. 

Step 5. Singular value decomposition of selected low / mid frequency band of host is obtained. 
These singular values of host are now replaced by singular values of column/row 
transformed watermark. Each singular value of watermark is adaptively scaled down to 
match with the singular value of host frequency band in order to minimize the distortion in 
watermarked image. These scaling factors are preserved for use in extraction process. 

Step 6. Inverse SVD followed by inverse column/row transform is obtained to get watermarked 
image. Imperceptibility of proposed technique is measured by calculating average of 
absolute pixel difference (Mean Absolute Error) between host and watermarked image. 
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Watermarked image obtained through embedding process is tested under various image processing 
attacks and from these attacked watermarked images; watermark is extracted using extraction 
procedure as described below. 

4.2 Extraction procedure 
Extraction procedure is performed on watermarked image in the following manner:  

Step 1. Take column/row wavelet transform of watermarked/attacked watermarked image. Select 
the frequency band (low / middle) in which embedding is done. 

Step 2. Perform SVD on this frequency band and scale up the obtained singular values using 
adaptive scaling factors preserved in embedding process. 

Step 3. Perform inverse singular value decomposition using these singular values to get the 
extracted watermark.  

Step 4. Robustness of proposed technique is measured using Average absolute pixel difference 
(MAE) between embedded and extracted watermark. 

5 Performance Analysis of Proposed Technique against Various Attacks 
Watermarked images are subjected to attacks like compression, cropping, noise addition, resizing. 
Performance of each of these attacks when watermark is embedded in low frequency band and 
middle frequency band is evaluated. 

5.1 Compression attack 
Watermarked images are subjected to compression using different techniques namely compression 
using transforms, compression using Vector Quantization and JPEG compression. 

DCT, DST, Walsh, Haar and DCT wavelet are the transforms used for transform based compression. 
In VQ based compression KFCG [24] algorithm is used and a codebook of size 256 is generated to 
compress the image. In JPEG compression, 100% quality factor is used to compress the image.  

Watermarked images after performing compression attack using Haar and watermark extracted 
from it are shown in Figure 2. These images are for embedding done in low and middle frequency 
bands. For each of these images, MAE is given below it. 

 
Figure 2 watermarked images after performing compression attack using Haar and watermark extracted 

from them (a) when watermark is embedded in low frequency band of DCT column wavelet transform (b) 
when watermark is embedded in middle frequency band of DCT column wavelet transform (c) when 
watermark is embedded in low frequency band of DCT row wavelet transform (d) when watermark is 

embedded in middle frequency band of DCT row wavelet transform. 

Summary of different types of compression attacks is given in Figure 3 to Figure 6. Figure 3 shows 
performance of various column wavelet transforms against compression using DCT, DST, Walsh and 
Haar when watermark is embedded in low frequency region (rows/columns 1 to 30) and middle 
frequency region (rows/columns 101 to 130).  
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Figure 3 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against compression using DCT, 
DST, Walsh and Haar when watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different 

column wavelet transforms. 

From Figure 3, it is observed that all column transforms used for watermark embedding give 
excellent robustness against compression attack using DCT and DST when watermark is embedded in 
low or middle frequency band. Column DCT wavelet and column Haar wavelet show little increase in 
MAE when compression is performed using Walsh and embedding is done in middle frequency 
region. However this increase is not spoiling the quality of recovered watermark and still can be 
considered as very good performance against compression attack. Thus proposed method is highly 
robust for almost all transform based compression attacks. 

Figure 4 compares performance of each column wavelet transforms against compression using DCT 
wavelet, JPEG compression and VQ based compression when watermark is inserted in low and 
middle frequency elements. 

 
Figure 4 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against compression using DCT 

wavelet, JPEG compression and Vector Quantization when watermark is embedded in low and middle 
frequency elements using different column wavelet transforms. 

In low frequency region, all column wavelet transforms exhibit very good robustness against 
compression using DCT wavelet, JPEG compression and VQ based compression. When embedding is 
done in middle frequency region, column Walsh wavelet and column Haar wavelet performance 
against DCT wavelet based compression is slightly degraded. For JPEG and VQ based compression all 
column wavelet transforms exhibit high sustainability. 
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Figure 5 shows performance comparison against compression using different transforms when 
embedding in low and middle frequency is done using row wavelet transforms. 

 
Figure 5 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against compression using DCT, 
DST, Walsh and Haar when watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different 

row wavelet transforms 

Similar to column wavelet transform behavior, row DCT wavelet shows excellent robustness against 
compression when low frequency region is used for embedding. For middle frequency region 
embedding, DCT wavelet shows very good robustness for DCT and DST and Walsh compression. For 
Haar based compression, row DCT wavelet performance is poorer as compared to Walsh wavelet, 
Haar wavelet and DKT wavelet. Row Walsh wavelet transform also shows good sustenance for all 
transform based attacks when watermark is embedded in middle frequency as well as low frequency 
singular values. Row DKT wavelet is also observed to be robust for all transform based compression 
attacks when watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency band singular values. Row Haar 
wavelet transform shows excellent robustness for DCT, DST and Haar based compression 
irrespective of frequency band used for embedding. For Walsh based compression it shows higher 
MAE when embedding is done in middle frequency region. In all Row wavelet transforms also show 
very good robustness against compression using DCT, DST, Walsh and Haar when watermark is 
embedded in singular values of low frequency region. 

Figure 6 compares performance of embedding in low and middle frequency regions using different 
row wavelet transforms against compression using DCT wavelet, JPEG compression and VQ based 
compression. 

 
Figure 6 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against compression using DCT 

wavelet, JPEG compression and Vector Quantization when watermark is embedded in low and middle 
frequency elements using different row wavelet transforms 
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From Figure 6, we can see that for compression using DCT wavelet, embedding watermark in low 
frequency region, all row wavelet transform used for embedding, shows excellent sustenance. Row 
DCT wavelet and row DKT wavelet also sustain this attack when watermark is embedded in middle 
frequency region. However, row Walsh wavelet and row Haar wavelet show poor resistance against 
DCT wavelet based compression when embedding is performed in middle frequency region. For JPEG 
and VQ based compression though use of low frequency band shows better sustenance than middle 
frequency region, both regions can be concluded to show excellent robustness. 

5.2 Cropping of watermarked images 
Different amount of information is cropped from watermarked images by cutting the 16x16 size 
square portion at corners, 32x32 size square portions at corners and 32x32 size square portions at 
the center of watermarked image. Figure 7 shows result images for cropping 32x32 at center and 
using DCT column wavelet for embedding watermark. Sustenance of proposed method against such 
cropping when singular values of low and middle frequency region of host are chosen for watermark 
embedding using different column and row wavelet transforms is compared in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

 
Figure 7 watermarked images after performing cropping attack and watermark extracted from them (a) 

when watermark is embedded in low frequency band of DCT column wavelet transform (b) when watermark 
is embedded in middle frequency band of DCT column wavelet transform (c) when watermark is embedded 
in low frequency band of DCT row wavelet transform (d) when watermark is embedded in middle frequency 

band of DCT row wavelet transform. 

From Figure 7, it can be seen that embedding watermark in low frequency region is less robust 
against cropping attack than embedding in middle frequency singular values. Further, for middle 
frequency embedding, row DCT wavelet is more robust than column wavelet. 

 Figure 8 shows the comparison of performance against cropping attack when column wavelet 
transforms are used. 

 
Figure 8 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against cropping when 

watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different column wavelet transforms 
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From Figure 8 it is observed that, all column wavelet transforms explored in proposed technique give 
outstanding robustness against cropping attack when watermark is embedded in middle frequency 
region. Comparatively, when watermark is embedded in low frequency region, robustness is less. For 
32x32 cropping done at corners of an image, embedding watermark in low frequency region does 
not give acceptable robustness. However if we compare 16x16 cropping at corners and 32x32 
cropping at center where area cropped from watermarked image is same, proposed technique 
shows marginally better robustness for cropping done at corners for all wavelet transforms. 

Figure 9 shows comparison against cropping attack when row wavelet transforms are used to embed 
the watermark in low and middle frequency regions. 

 
Figure 9 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against cropping when 

watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different row wavelet transforms 

From Figure 9, it is observed that proposed watermarking technique is not giving good robustness 
for 32x32 cropping done at corners of an image using low as well as middle frequency band for 
embedding watermark when row DCT wavelet and row Haar wavelet is used. Row Walsh wavelet 
and row DKT wavelet give very good robustness against 32x32 cropping at corners and when middle 
frequency region is used to embed the watermark. For 16x16 cropping at corners and 32x32 
cropping at center where same amount of information is cropped from image, all row wavelet 
transforms show excellent robustness irrespective of frequency band used for embedding. Among 
them row DCT wavelet and Row Haar wavelet perform marginally better for cropping at center and 
row Walsh and row DKT show marginally better robustness for 16x16 cropping at corners. 

5.3 Noise addition to watermarked images 
Binary distributed run length noise with different run length and Gaussian distributed run length 
noise are added to watermarked images. 

 
Figure 10 watermarked images after adding binary distributed random noise with run length 10 to 100 and 

watermark extracted from it when (a) watermark is embedded in low frequency band of column DCT 
wavelet transform (b) watermark is embedded in middle frequency band of column DCT wavelet transform  

(c) Watermark is embedded in low frequency region of row DCT wavelet transform (d) watermark is 
embedded in middle frequency region of row DCT wavelet transform. 
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Figure 11 shows the comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark from 
different types of noise added watermarked images and when low and middle frequency singular 
values of host are selected for watermark embedding using column wavelet transforms. 

 
Figure 11 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against noise addition attack 

when watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different column wavelet 
transforms 

From Figure 11 we can observe that irrespective of the frequency band selected for embedding 
watermark (low/middle) and column transform used for embedding process, proposed technique 
shows excellent robustness against noise addition attack as the MAE values between embedded and 
extracted watermark are very small.  

Figure 12 shows comparison of low frequency and middle frequency embedding using row wavelet 
transforms against noise addition attacks.  

 
Figure 12 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against noise addition attack 

when watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different row wavelet 
transforms 

From Figure 12 we can conclude that for binary distributed run length noise with run length 1 to 10 
and for Gaussian distributed run length noise, better robustness is observed for low frequency 
singular values selected for watermark embedding. For increased run length of binary distributed 
run length noise, selection of middle frequency region to embed the watermark is more robust. 
Highest robustness is observed for binary distributed run length noise with run length 10 to 100 by 
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column DCT wavelet and column Haar wavelet when watermark is embedded in middle frequency 
region. For Gaussian distributed run length noise attack though for middle frequency region MAE 
value is higher than low frequency region, since these values itself are very small, performance of 
proposed technique can be considered excellent using row wavelet transforms as well. 

5.4 Resizing attack 
In resizing attack, watermarked image is increased in size two times and then reduced to its original 
size. For this bicubic interpolation, transform based image zooming [25] and grid based interpolation 
[26] mechanism are used. For bicubic interpolation, resizing is performed by increasing the image 
size to four times and two times separately and then reducing it back to original size. Figure 13 
shows resized-reduced (twice large and reduced) watermarked imaged using bicubic interpolation  

 

Figure 13 Watermarked images resized and reduced back to original size using bicubic interpolation and 
watermark extracted from them when (a) watermark is embedded in low frequency band using column DCT 

wavelet transform (b) watermark is embedded in middle frequency region using column DCT wavelet (c) 
watermark is embedded in low frequency region using row DCT wavelet transform (d) watermark is 

embedded in middle frequency region using row DCT wavelet. 

As can be seen from Figure 13, embedding watermark in low frequency region of host is more robust 
against resizing attack. Average performance of various column wavelet transforms against noise 
addition attack when low and middle frequency regions are used to embed watermark is compared 
in Figure 14 

 

Figure 14 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against resizing attack when 
watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different column wavelet transforms 
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Figure 15 Comparison of MAE between embedded and extracted watermark against resizing attack when 
watermark is embedded in low and middle frequency elements using different row wavelet transforms 

As can be seen from Figure 14 and Figure 15, different column and row wavelet transforms perform 
very well against bicubic interpolation based resizing attack when singular values of low frequency 
region of host are selected for embedding watermark. Except column DCT wavelet, other wavelet 
transforms also show very good robustness against bicubic interpolation attack when singular values 
of middle frequency region are used to embed the watermark. Also against transform based resizing 
and grid based resizing attack, irrespective of low or middle frequency region and transform used for 
embedding watermark, zero MAE is obtained between embedded and extracted watermark thus 
leading to excellent robustness. 

Performance of proposed method against various attacks is summarized in the Figure 16. Yellow 
color of a node in the hierarchy indicates excellent performance, Pink indicates very good robustness 
and orange color indicates good robustness.  

 
Figure 16 Summarized performance of proposed watermarking technique against various attacks 

(Yellow=Excellent, Pink=Very Good, Orange=Good) 

6 Conclusion 
Proposed method of watermarking embeds singular values of watermark in singular values of 
column wavelet or row wavelet transform of host. Watermarked image is subjected to different 
attacks and watermark is extracted from it. Selection of low frequency band proves to be robust for 
attacks except cropping attack. Proposed method allows embedding watermark in low frequency 
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region which otherwise leads to heavy distortion in watermarked image. Robustness of technique 
where watermark is embedded in middle frequency band is also acceptable but it is not as good as 
lower frequency bands. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to very hectic, stressful and exhaustive life style, Today, Infertility is a common problem in most 
of the couples and they have to undergo for intrauterine insemination (IUI) or In-vitro fertilization 
(IVF). Semen analysis is fundamental test in the clinical work up of the infertile male. Computerized 
semen test will give many more & accurate parameters that are useful to the fertility specialist. This 
paper focuses on finding the numbers of spermatozoa contain in the semen sample with new hybrid 
approach using MATLAB. Use of background subtraction is the first stage of algorithm. Region based 
segmentation finds the numbers of sperm in the semen sample. The comparative analysis of 
segmentation shows that region base segmentation detects more objects. So it is possible to find the 
suppressed (low intensity) sperm in given frame.  

Keywords: Semen analysis, region segmentation, spermatozoa, WHO scan line algorithm 

1 Introduction 
A Semen analysis is a routine pathological test which has an important role in the human 
reproduction.  This test finds some of physical and chemical parameters. A semen analysis evaluates 
certain characteristics of a male's semen and the sperm contained in the semen.  A routine analysis 
of a given ejaculate includes the evaluation of sperm concentration, motility, morphology, and 
vitality etc.  

Some of the parameters that are calculated through microscope manually which include: 

• Sperm count (technically it is the concentration) is the number of sperm in the semen 
sample 

• Motility is the percentage of sperm those are moving in the sample. According to speed of 
the sperm they are classified into Type A (fast and progressive), Type B (slow progressive), 
Type C (Non-progressive) , Type D (immobile)  

• Morphology is the shape or structure of spermatozoa 

The normal values of semen parameters are referred from the manual of World Health Organization 
(WHO). As per WHO manual 4th & 5th edition, normal values of semen are slight variable and are 
shown in Table 1[1][2].  
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Table 1: Standard values of Semen analysis as per WHO 

 WHO 1999 4th Edition  WHO 2011 5th Edition  

Volume  2 ml  1.5 ml  

Concentration  20 million /ml  15 million /ml  

Progressive motility  50%  32%  

Normal form  14%  4%  

Computer assisted semen analysis (CASA) plays a vital role for the assessment of sperm 
concentration (counts) and motility (movement) characteristic. Most of the CASA analyzers are 
based on different techniques on image analysis. Various CASA system like Cell Soft (Cryo Resources 
Ltd, NY), Hamilton Thorne (Hamilton Thorne Research Inc, Danvers, MA) etc are used widely all over. 
Different technology, platforms and algorithms were embedded into different CASA systems. 

Early CASA system uses signal processing technology to find the density of the semen.  Lukasz 
Witkowski, Poland, in 2002, examine the density and trajectories of the cell movement using dilation 
and erosion techniques and the algorithm was developed in PASCAL [3] [4].  Since sperm finding is 
the first step in semen analysis it is needed to detect the individual sperm which are identified even 
in low contrast images. Vahid et. al. had proposed the tracking & fitting algorithm in MATLAB to 
identify the individual complete (head & tail) spermatozoa as an elliptical shape in 2005 [5]. Henry 
Corrilo et.al. [6] was focused on finding the features of spermatozoa. The method called nth-fusion 
was introduced in his work, the framework of the segmentation algorithm for region of interest 
head, Acrosome, Nucleus and Mid-piece was segmented.   

J.M.Pascual-Gaspar et. al. [7] in 2008 had proposed a simple and effective system for computer 
assisted semen analysis took lot of efforts to evaluate the density of semen and motility of individual 
spermatozoa by using simple but effective computer vision techniques.  

Hiromasa Oku et al. [8] reported a new automatic visual tracking system for small, fast-moving 
objects using high-speed visual feedback. He achieved stable tracking of fast, small ascidian 
spermatozoa for more than 180 s using high-speed visual feedback.  The two stage algorithm 
proposed by Abhirramy focused on the motion detection and motion tracking of spermatozoa with 
some preprocessing operations like image enhancement using Laplacian filter & median filtering. 
Most basic morphological operations like dilation, erosion and thresholding using gradient operators 
Sobel & Edge. Features of identified objects was stored and labeled them accordingly. Identified 
spermatozoa were tracked in each frame [9]. The review on techniques of CASA for semen analysis 
indicates that Pathologist and microbiologist need a manual cum standard computer assisted, cost 
effective semen analyzer with optimal result, since semen analysis is now routine checkup for 
infertile couples. [10] 

2 Microscope Image Processing Techniques 
Techniques employed for processing microscopy images are in general rather different from those 
encountered in consumer image processing.  Most applications will have a suite of standard 
operations such as sharpening, contrast and brightness enhancement, and color balancing.  

One key requirement is to remove the distortion in optical path microscope & blurring caused by 
instrumentation. 
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2.1 Image subtraction  
Image subtraction is an image correction techniques and calibration methods for both image 
visualization and quantitative analysis. 

Image subtraction is usually performed when two images of the same object are obtained under 
different conditions. The image subtraction will highlight whatever has changed between the two 
images. Another application is background correction. In microscopic imaging the image is often 
affected by a slowly varying background shading pattern. One can move the microscope stage to an 
empty field and acquire an image of the background. When the background image is subtracted 
from the image containing the specimen, it removes the shading. 

Imwork(x, y) = Imspeciman(x, y) - Imback(x, y) 

Where Imspeciman(x, y) is a digital image produced by the microscope, Imback(x, y) is a background 
image produced by low-pass filtering the specimen image to smooth, where the smoothing effect is 
larger than the size of objects in the image [11]. 

2.2 Region based segmentation 
The main aim of segmentation is the division of digital image into group of connected pixels with 
identical properties i.e. region which is easier to analyze. There are three general approaches for 
segmentation: Edge, Boundary and Region. In edge based segmentation it finds all pixels on region 
on boundary i.e. divide into edge and non-edge pixels. Region based segmentation, works 
repetitively by grouping pixel together which are neighbors (4-connectivity or 8-connectivity) and 
have same values. Boundary based segmentation pixels are marked on the basis of range of value in 
which pixel lies.  

3 Proposed Hybrid Image Processing Approach to Detect the 
Spermatozoa 

Since the sperms are rapid motile, it is very difficult to count the number of sperm manually, but by 
capturing them in video and then count is easy way. So we have proposed a new system in which the 
frames extracted from recorded video is used as an input to the proposed system. We have called it 
a hybrid approach since after identifying the moving object, scan line algorithm is applied for 
confirmation of the objects having tails, so that we can count the actual number of spermatozoa. 
The standard data set was prepared from the different semen samples.  For testing the efficiency of 
proposed algorithm, same frames were applied to the existing algorithm.  

The architectural framework for the propose hybrid system is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Proposed hybrid system 
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The propose algorithm contains the following steps- 

• Frame extraction & Normalization 
• Background creation & subtraction for background removal 
• Region based sperm  detection 
• Information extraction 
• Find concentration i.e. No of sperms 

By using the background subtraction technique the algorithm find the objects. By avoiding the 
preprocessing steps we have improved the computation of the algorithm. Region based 
segmentation with region to be connected as 4-connect is used to find the area of interest that may 
an object which has sperm data. Actual spermatozoa are identified by detecting the tail of the 
sperm. So before finding the concentration we need to check whether the identified object had tail 
with help of scan line algorithm.  

3.1 Frame extraction & Normalization 
3.1.1 Experimental video setup  

Most of the pathological laboratories are doing semen analysis by measuring the sperm 
concentration, motility, vitality by manual method as shown in figure 2a. In most of the cases, sperm 
concentration and motility are improved manually using nebular counting chamber, Makler 
Chamber. Makler chamber is a counting chamber Medical instrument for microscope which allows 
you to count the sperm chemberwise. Setting up the video setup with microscope the frame can be 
extracted with the recorded video as shown in figure 2b with help of video to s-video adapter with 
the block diagram as shown in figure 2c. Microscope is LABOMED make LED cluster with UPS & SMF 
battery and AVC 561V Digital Color CCD camera with WinPvr. A video is a sequence of images or 
frames with time difference in second. The frames with recorded videos are converted into frames 
as a bitmap file with file size 352 X 576.  

 
Figure 2: manual method & video setup with microscope 

3.2 Background creation & subtraction for background removal 
This is a first stage of the algorithm, instead of preprocessing stages and frame enhancement; we 
have created the background and remove the background from all frames, which is created from the 
first frame. Background subtraction is done pixel by pixel. The background image is created from the 
first frame of the video. Process for extraction if the difference Dvalue is satisfying predefined 
threshold. 
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3.3 Region based sperm detection 
3.3.1 Why region based segmentation?  

The numbers of objects detected in region based segmentation technique are more due to the 
intensity difference of region as shown in figure 3. But here we can find the sperms which are at 
lower level may be not having very good intensity and cannot visualize by naked eyes. So the 
chances of finding number of sperm can be more by checking the region of interest as shown in 
table 2, by verifying whether the ROI contains sperm data we can label the object. 

 
Figure 3: result of different segmentation techniques 

Table 2: no of ROI generated by segmentation techniques 

 

By avoiding the preprocessing steps we can improve the computation of the algorithm. Region based 
segmentation with region to be connected as 4-connect is used to find the area of interest that may 
an object which has sperm data. 
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3.4 Information extraction 
There are two stages in this step, one is labeling of the object and check if tail exists in the detected 
region so as it is a sperm. First Detect the bounding box value of each detector region, crop the 
image & Check whether it contain sperm data. The identified objects from first five frames are 
labeled and are shown in figure 4. 

 

3.5 Find concentration i.e. No of sperms 
After extraction of information and storing it in mat file we need to check for the redundancy to find 
the actual number of sperms exists in the semen sample. Load the .mat file and compare the current 
file to next file. If the parameters are same then the same sperm is detected, we need to find the 
variation of the centroid otherwise store it as another sperm and count. 
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4 Experiments, Results & Discussion 

4.1 Comparative study 
With setting up the microscope with video setup as shown in figure1 & extracting the frames at the 
rate of 25 FPS, we are trying to find the concentration of the raw semen sample. A proposed hybrid 
approach shows that detected labeled objects are more accurate than the existing system. The 
sperm which are not detected in the current frame gets detected in the next frame as shown in 
figure 4, So the chances for finding the more number of correct sperms. The number of object 
labeled in Table 3 shows that the accuracy for labeling of sperm by our proposed approached is near 
by the manual method. Figure5 indicates that the percentage of accuracy for labeling of the object is 
nearly 93.18%.   

 
Figure 4: labeling of the sperm 

Table 3: Actual no of labeled objects 

Frame 
No 

Manual 
Method 

Existing 
algorithm 

Proposed 
Hybrid  

algorithm 
1 20 39 21 
2 19 41 19 
3 17 40 26 
4 20 41 19 
5 22 45 22 
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Figure 5: Graph for Comparison graph of labeled objects in different method 

4.2 Performance Evaluation 
Evaluation of the proposed system is based on the performance measure for the rate of false 
positive, false negative, sensitivity, specificity & accuracy. Accuracy allows us to measure how well 
binary classification of detected sperms and non-detected sperms tests correctly identified or 
excludes. It is a proportion of true results for both true positive and true negative in the identified 
spermatozoa.  The classification of TP, TN, FP, and FN are shown according to table 4. 

Table: 4 Classification criteria for labeled objects 

Labeled objects Sperms Debris/Artifacts 
Detected object TP FP 

Not detected 
object TN FN 

According to above table the labeled spermatozoa, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity can be 
calculated as  

 
The no of true positive labeled is considered as a spermatozoa , As compared with the area and 
perimeter of the true spermatozoa the artifacts or debris are classified as a false negative and false 
positive. According the outcome of percentage of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are tabularized 
in Table 5. The overall labeled sperms average accuracy is up to 70%. So as per discussion with 
experts to find semen analysis it is considered as a 100 percentile. So according to our proposed 
method the percentile varies in the range of 80% to 100%. The evaluation of these performance 
measures are shown in figure 6 in graphical format. 
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Table 5: Evaluation of the proposed hybrid approach 

 
 

 
Figure 6: The evaluation of these performance measures  

5 Conclusions 
The number of objects (spermatozoa) detected by our hybrid approach for spermatozoa detection 
algorithm are at par as per the manual method with 83% of frame wise labeling. In this paper region 
based segmentation and scan line algorithm helps in finding the object as a sperm which are at 
lower level with low intensity and so the concentration. This is achieved without using any 
preprocessing operation like image enhancement. The overall labeled sperms with tails the accuracy 
percentage is 70%. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we used DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) to 
achieve optimal compression ratio for two types of medical images (CT scan and MRI) with keeping 
good quality of these images. In 2D- DCT; the image is broken up into blocks of n × m pixels pxy (with 
n=m= 8 typically), and then 2D- DCT is used to produce a block of n × m DCT coefficients for each 
block of pixels, the result coefficients are quantized, which must result in lossy but highly efficient 
compression ratio . The important feature of the DCT the feature that makes it so useful in data 
compression, is that it takes correlated input data and concentrates its energy in just the first few 
transform coefficients. For the same images we used DWT method, and then compare their results to 
choose the best method for compressing medical image with good quality. The compression 
algorithms programmed and tested to achieve the goal of reducing the file size (i.e., good 
compression ratio) using Matlab (R2008a).The conclusion part in this paper explain the results. 

Keywords: Data Compression Techniques, Image Compression, DCT, DWT, Medical images. 

1 Introduction  
In computer science and information theory, data compression, source coding, or bit-rate reduction 
involves encoding information using fewer bits than the original representation. Compression is 
useful because it helps reduce resources usage, such as data storage space or transmission capacity. 
Because compressed data must be decompressed to use, this extra processing imposes 
computational or other costs through decompression. Compression can be either lossy or lossless as 
follows: [1] [2] Lossless compression reduces bits by identifying and eliminating statistical 
redundancy, where redundancy in information theory is the number of bits used to transmit a 
message minus the number of bits of actual information in the message. Lossless data compression 
make use of data compression algorithms that allows the exact original data to be reconstructed from 
the compressed data. No information is lost in lossless compression. This can be contrasted to lossy 
data compression, which does not allow the exact original data to be reconstructed from the 
compressed data. Also lossless compression is used when it is important that the original and the 
decompressed data be identical, or when no assumption can be made on whether certain deviation is 
uncritical. Typical examples are executable programs and source code. 

Some image file formats, notably PNG, use only lossless compression, while others like TIFF and MNG 
may use either lossless or lossy methods. GIF uses a lossless compression method, but most GIF 
implementations are incapable of representing full color, so they quantize the image (often with 
dithering) to 256 or fewer colors before encoding as GIF. Color quantization is a lossy process, but 
reconstructing the color image and then re-quantizing it produces no additional loss. On other hand, 
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WebP is a new image format that provides lossless and lossy compression for images on the web. 
WebP lossless images are 28% smaller in size compared to PNGs. WebP lossy images are 25-34% 
smaller in size compared to JPEG images. [3] Lossless data compression is used in many applications. 
For example, it is used in the popular ZIP file format and in the UNIX tool gzip. It is also often used as a 
component within lossy data compression technologies.  

Lossy compression reduces bits by identifying unnecessary information and removing it. The process 
of reducing the size of a data file is popularly referred to as data compression, although it’s formal 
name is source coding (coding done at the source of the data before it is stored or transmitted). A 
lossy data compression method is one where compressing data and then decompressing it retrieves 
data that may well be different from the original, but is "close enough" to be useful in some way. 
Lossy data compression is used frequently on the Internet and especially in streaming media and 
telephony applications. These methods are typically referred to as codecs in this context. Most lossy 
data compression formats suffer from generation loss: repeatedly compressing and decompressing 
the file will cause it to progressively lose quality. This is in contrast with lossless data compression. 

2 Why do We Need Image Compression? 
In case of image compression: As an activity, digital image processing generally creates significant 
numbers of large files containing digital image data. Very often, these must be archived or exchange 
among different users and system. This call for efficient methods for the storage and transfer of 
digital image data files. 

-Since digital images, by their nature, are quite data intensive, reducing their size can produce 
solutions that are more ambitious than would otherwise be practical .by eliminating redundant or 
unnecessary information, Image compression is the activity that addresses this aim. 

-Digital image coding and compression is concerned with the minimization of the memory needed to 
represent and store a digital image. And the term data compression refers to the process of reducing 
the amount of data required to represent a given quantity of information. It is well known that raw 
digital images occupy a large amount of memory. For example 1024 x 1024 color image requires 3 MB 
of memory for its storage ( 1024 x 1024 x 3 bytes /pixel ). 

3 Error Metrics 
This article demonstrates the compression and uncompressing of a grayscale image (i.e. Medical 
images and other type) and computed MSE and PSNR error values using the 'spiht' compression 
method. See wcompress function in matlab. [5] 

Two measures are commonly used to quantify the error between two images: the Mean Square Error 
(MSE) and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) which is expressed in decibels to achieve desirable 
compression ratios. The MSE is the cumulative squared error between the compressed and the 
original image, whereas PSNR is a measure of the peak error 

The mathematical formulae for the two are: [1], [4], and [5] 

 
     (1) 

 
(2) 
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Where I (i, j) is the original image, I'(i, j) is the approximated version (which is actually the 
decompressed image) and M, N are the dimensions of the images. A lower value for MSE means 
lesser error, and as seen from the inverse relation between the MSE and PSNR, this translates to a 
high value of PSNR. Logically, a higher value of PSNR is good because it means that the ratio of Signal 
to Noise is higher. Here, the 'signal' is the original image, and the 'noise' is the error in reconstruction. 
So, if you find a compression scheme having a lower MSE (and a high PSNR), you can recognize that it 
is a better one. [4] 

3.1 Mean Square Error (MSE) 
Mean square error is a criterion for an estimator: the choice is the one that minimizes the sum of 
squared errors due to bias and due to variance. The average of the square of the difference between 
the desired response and the actual system output. As a loss function, MSE is called squared error 
loss. MSE measures the average of the square of the "error. The MSE is the second moment (about 
the origin) of the error, and thus incorporates both the variance of the estimator and its bias. For an 
unbiased estimator, the MSE is the variance. In an analogy to standard deviation, taking the square 
root of MSE yields the root mean squared error or RMSE. Which has the same units as the quantity 
being estimated. For an unbiased estimator, the RMSE is the square root of the variance, known as 
the standard error. [4] 

 
(3) 

Where m x n is the image size and I (i, j) is the input image and K (i, j) is the retrieved image, where 
the simple image statistics (sample mean, and sample variance) represented as follows: 

The sample mean (mA) of an image A (N x M): [6] 

          
(4) 

 
(5) 

The sample standard deviation is,  

3.2 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR): 
It is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise 
.Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range, PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the 
logarithmic decibel scale. The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction 
in image compression etc. It is most easily defined via the mean squared error (MSE) which for two 
m×n monochrome images I and K where one of the images is considered noisy.[1],[ 4 ],[5] 

 
 

(6)  

 

Here, MAXi is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. When the pixels are represented using 
8 bits per sample, this is 255. More generally, when samples are represented using linear PCM with B 
bits per sample, MAXI is 2B-1.Typical values for the PSNR in Lossy image and video compression are 
between 30 and 50 dB, where higher is better. PSNR is computed by measuring the pixel difference 
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between the original image and compressed image. Values for PSNR range between infinity for 
identical images, to 0 for images that have no commonality. PSNR decreases as the compression ratio 
increases for an image. For more detail see ref. [1] p/465 

4 2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for Image Compression 
The important feature of the DCT, the feature that makes it so useful in data compression, is that: it 
takes correlated input data and concentrates its energy in just the first few transform coefficients. If 
the input data consists of correlated quantities, then most of the n transform coefficients produced 
by the DCT are zeros or small numbers, and only a few are large (normally the first ones). See 
equation (7). 

In this paper, however, we discussed image compression which is based on the two-dimensional 
correlation of pixels (a pixel tends to resemble all its near neighbors, not just those in its row) see 
equation (8). This is why practical image compression methods use the DCT in two dimensions. The 
image is broken up into blocks of n × m pixels (with n=m= 8 typically), and Equation (8) is used to 
produce a block of n × m DCT coefficients (DC coefficient) for each block of pixels. The coefficients are 
then quantized, which results in lossy but highly efficient compression. [7][8] 

 

where 

 

 

(7) 

 
 

 
(8) 

For 0 ≤ I ≤ n-1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ m-1 and for Ci and Cj defined by Equation (7). The first coefficient G00 is 
again termed the “DC coefficient” and the remaining coefficients are called the “AC coefficients. 
“The decoder reconstructs a block of quantized data values by computing the IDCT whose 
definition is: [7], [9] 

 
(9) 

We now show one way to compress an entire image with the DCT in several steps as follows:  

1. The image is divided into k blocks of 8×8 pixels each. The pixels are denoted by Pxy. If the number of 
image rows (columns) is not divisible by 8, the bottom row (rightmost column) is duplicated as many 
times as needed.  

2. The DCT in two dimensions [Equation (8)] is applied to each block Bi, also see java code (figure 1).  

We illustrate the performance of the DCT in two dimensions by applying it to one block of 8×8 values. 
The results are DCT coefficients , then quantized these coefficients after that we calculate the size of 
the quantized image to get compression ratio (1- compressed image size/original image size).see 
Table 1(a,b,c,d) [1] , and the java code (figure 1) to calculate 2D DCT results. 
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Table 1: Two -Dimensional DCT of a Block of Correlated Data [taken from Ref. [1]]

 

 

 

Figure 1: java code to calculate 2D DCT 

5 Wavelet Transform 
This article demonstrates the compression and un compression of a grayscale image (i.e. Medical 
images of CT and MRI types) and computed MSE and PSNR error values using the 'spiht' compression 
method. See wcompress function details in Matlab. [5] 

Where, set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) is an image compression algorithm that exploits 
the inherent similarities across the sub bands in a wavelet decomposition of an image. It is the 
powerful wavelet-based image compression method. The algorithm codes the most important 
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wavelet transform coefficients first, and transmits the bits so that an increasingly refined copy of the 
original image can be obtained progressively. For more details see Ref. [10]. 

The structure of the wavelet transform based compression is shown in figure 2 below: [9] [11] 

 

Figure 2: The structure of the wavelet transform based compression 

6 The Results  

6.1 Wavelet method results for CT-Scan medical image of brain (.jpg) 

 

6.2 Wavelet method results for MRI medical image of Spine (.jpg) 
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Table-1 results using Wavelet method for CT-Scan and MRI images 

 
      *CR = (original image size - compressed image size)/original image size*100% 

6.3 Results using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) method for CT Brain image 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 
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Table-2 results using DCT method for CT and MRI images 

 

 

7 Conclusion 
According to the results in the table below, the conclusions are: 

1- Wavelet compression method for both CT and MRI images is better than DCT compression 
method. 

2- In MRI images, the compression ratio is high using wavelet method, it is twice than the 
compression ratio of CT-Scan images. 
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3- The MSE and PSNR are approximately the same in both compression methods (wavelet and 
DCT) for MRI and CT scan images. 

4- The quality of compressed images using wavelet is better than using DCT method and the 
error image is less than the error image using DCT method 

Note: the size of all images used in this article is resize to 256 x 256 pixels 
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ABSTRACT   

This article describes variants saving of etalons in image processing systems based on the parallel 
shift technology. The parallel shift technology can be used in hybrid image processing systems.  

Keywords: parallel shift technology, function of the area of intersection, Fourier transformation.  

1 Introduction  
The use of hybrid systems to model any process is more productive than the use of systems that are 
based on a one method of information processing [1].  This article explains process description and 
saving of etalons in the systems which based on the use of multiple image transformations. 

The digital image processing most widely used to manipulate with video information. This process is 
characterized by a description of the visual scene as a set of pixels. In this case, the formation of this 
set at digitization images are rather simple process. The main burden in image processing is to 
analyze a set of pixels [2]. The number of computational operations increases with discreteness 
digitized image. 

It is proposed to describe visual scene also as a set of features for building a hybrid systems of image 
processing [3, 4]. The number of such functions must be significantly smaller than the number of 
digitized image pixels. That is, the set of pixels have to unite on certain features. The area of the 
specific image parts can be the unifying parameter.  Its dynamic changes should be carried out to 
transform static area parameter to the function. The performance of certain image processing tasks is 
enhanced by reducing the computational operations that occurs as a result of reducing the number of 
objects for analysis. 

Means of obtaining the function of the area of intersection (FAI) is a parallel shift technology (PST). 
PST is a process of interaction object that describes by n-dimensional characteristic features vector 
(CF), with a copy of which changes only one CF in comparison to the original. As a result, certain way 
got a superposition of the pair, which is different from the original object and can be used for further 
analysis.  For example, the sum of the sinusoidal signal-copy which shifted in the phase space and its 
initial signal is different from a sinusoid. When phase shift is π, the sum will be zero. The change one 
of coordinates is using to obtain the function of the area of intersection. The result of the 
superposition of the original image and its parallel shifted copy is the FAI of these objects. A set of 
values of intersection area for each change of the coordinates is the FAI.  
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FAI is a function depending on intersection area of the original image and its copies which parallel 
shifted in the chosen direction, of the shift distance. The process of determining the area and parallel 
shift easily implemented using simple circuit solutions (Belan S. & Belan N., 2012). 

FAI(x) is determined as the area of intersection of the image (Figure 1,а) and its copy, that is shifted in 
a parallel direction φ (Figure 1,b). 

  

Figure 1: Image shift for FAI formation 

Obtaining a pair of FAI by two orthogonal shifts (Figure 2). 

  

Figure 2: The functions of the area of intersection 

In previous publications on this topic describes a variety of methods and algorithms for video 
processing using image transformation based parallel shift technology (Belan S. & Yuzhakov S., 2013). 
This article deals with the variants saving of etalon data. 

2 Variants Saving of Etalon Data 
One of the characteristics of image processing with PST is preservation etalons in the form of a 
certain etalon surfaces created by the function of the area of intersection in the direction of φ to φ + 
π. Direction φ is the initial scan direction of image in the creation of etalon. It can be any direction. 
Only set of FAI reflects information about the shape of a particular object. Whatever kind of 
additional indicators were not used in the algorithms of image processing system to speed the 
processing steps, the final step is always the comparing real and etalon FAI. 

The etalon surfaces may be stored as digitally and in analog form. Saving of etalon surfaces in digital 
form requires a large amount of hardware costs and requires additional processing facilities functions 
in comparison (requires scaling). 

Variant of creating etalons for the reduction of the required information can be by saving of reduced 
etalon copies of images in the database. In this case, the values of etalon FAI can be generated from 
the reduced etalon directly in the detailed stage of recognition process. This method of saving will 
reduce the number of required hardware. But in this case it is increased the error in the recognition 
process. In addition, it does not eliminate the need for scaling functions. 
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Another method of etalons saving is to replace the etalons FAI by auxiliary functions which 
dependent on the input function of the area of intersection. At the stage of software simulation was 
used fast Fourier transformation (FFT). This version is simple in realization. It significantly reduce 
hardware costs and does not require additional processing methods of functions. Quantity of 
information required to store the etalon surface in the form of auxiliary function elements which 
depend on the number of etalons in the database. 

Saving etalon surfaces in analog form can carry a highly accurate reflection of FAI. Using holography 
may be a variant of such saving. But the methods of processing such data description developed 
insufficiently. Image processing based on PST induces to development of new methods of information 
saving.   

Procedure for the preparation of comparison etalon and real FAI in different variants of saving etalon 
surfaces is shown in Figure 3. 

When using this method of describing images in analog computers is not compulsory digitization of 
FAI which obtained from the holography of etalon surfaces. 

 

Figure 3: Procedure for the preparation of comparison etalon and real FAI in different variants of saving 
etalon surfaces 

3 Transformation FAI to Fourier Series 
A possible solution to the problem of etalon FAI saving is the use of Fourier transformation. As we 
know, such a transformation carries complete information about the function. The number of the 
Fourier series harmonics, which is necessary for saving the etalon surface, depending on the number 
of etalons. Normalization is required to unify the size values of harmonics. To achieve this, every 
element of series must be divided by the value of the input image area. In this case the value of all 
harmonics except the first are close to unity, which simplifies the storage of information in databases. 

The following formulas for the normalized harmonics is used in constructing the Fourier series that 
reflect etalons FAI. 

∑
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The value of the original image area (S0) and maximal shift (Xmax) are basic FAI parameters. Reverse 
recovery FAI occurs by the formula 3. 
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The data set (S0, Xmax, FFTN0÷FFTNi) taken from the etalon database. 

 Sample of saving etalon surface of the Chinese character "dragon" (Figure 4) by the first twenty 
harmonics of the Fourier series shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Example Description of Chinese Character "Dragon" in the Form of Normalized Values of the Fourier 
Series Harmonics in the Etalon Database 

 

In the simulation program etalon surface of image described by normalized harmonic Fourier series 
(FFTN0÷FFTN19) for 36 directions (ANGLE) with step 5 degrees. It covers a range of directions from 0 
to π which needed for the etalon saving. Also saved original values of the real image area (S_0) and 
maximal shift in this direction (X_MAX). The values of these two parameters correspond to the image 
for which carried out a training. The maximum shift is calculated in this case, in pixels, and the initial 
area equal to the number of pixels that belong to the training image. WHAT field contains the name 
of the object, and the field INTEGR is the value of the integral coefficient for the corresponding 
direction. It is used to accelerate the various image processing [3, 4]. 

 

Figure 4: Image of Chinese character "dragon" 

We can use for the reverse transformation not all Fourier series, but only a part of it, for a certain 
approximation to the shape of the input function. It is similar to the process of low-frequency 
filtration. The software simulation revealed that for the creation etalon FAI of convex shapes rather 
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use the first five Fourier harmonics. For the creation etalon FAI of not convex shapes rather use the 
first ten Fourier harmonics. To create the etalon FAI of images which consist of several objects 
enough to use the first twenty Fourier harmonics. In all these cases the deviation of the restored FAI 
and real FAI does not exceed 10% of the real value of the function at each step shift. Also, when 
comparing the functions, you can use mean square deviation the real FAI and etalon FAI for a specific 
functions plot. 

We can simulate the forgetting process with saving of etalon functions as Fourier series. Suppose that 
after the learning process the FAI described by the full set of the Fourier series harmonics. The 
number of elements of the series will coincide with the length of digitized function. The harmonic 
with the largest number can be removed from the etalon at regular intervals. Some information 
about the etalon to be lost, but will decrease the data which required to saving. Repeated recovery of 
the object becomes necessary when a function is based on the current number of harmonics will 
differ from the original by more than a specified value. Formula 3 turns to the next when the selected 
number of harmonics of the Fourier series (NH) to restore the FAI. 
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For example, for the image from the Figure 4 the FAI charts when using a certain number of the first 
Fourier series harmonic are as follows (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: The charts of real object FAI and recovered etalon FAI 

4 Conclusion 
Saving of etalon information as functions can significantly reduce the amount of storage data. Image 
processing using the function of the area of intersection will speed the recognition process, the 
definition of spatial orientation and the movement parameters of the 2D-objects. However, the 
images recovery process with help of etalon surface is very complex. 

The principles of manipulation with the 2D-objects can be used for the analysis of higher dimension 
objects. In this case, we must have the detectors intersection of objects with their copies. 
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The objects of image processing research based parallel shift technology were the 2D binary image. 
Future plans to conduct research of processing grayscale images and scene analysis. 
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